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Abstract- The geographical separation of the users and 
insufficient input from pairs may cause undesired costs in 
interior/exterior design process. If immersive 
communication and interaction exist between the pairs, 
those undesired costs will be minimal. Lack of 
communication and understanding causes much of the 
design works to be lost as it is improperly passed on and/or 
incompletely understood. The combined immersive 
collaboration can solve these existing problems so that the 
undesired costs can be eliminated. We present a framework 
for 3D design of interior/exterior spaces using a CAVE-
based immersive virtual environment in that better and 
intuitive communication among the designers and users 
would lead to better integration of overall design such that 
designer would cede some of his/her work to the user. We 
have developed several user interface and intuitive spatial 
egocentric/exocentric perception and perceptual constancy 
techniques to build a fully interactive environment for 
novice users to help design process of interior or exterior 
spaces. Efficiencies of these spatial intelligence techniques’ 
are investigated with several experimental cases. 
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1 Introduction 
Immersive virtual reality (IVR) is usually a three-

dimensional computer generated representation of the real 

world where user is surrounded by the environment and 

ideally, can interact with it. This is realized by a viewer 

centered view by tracking the position of the user. With 

IVR, complex 3D databases can be rendered and 

investigated real-time that enables exploration of products. 

One of the most important uses of virtual environments is 

that it provides a way where designs can be experimented 

and tested without actually building them. This would 

reduce development time, lower total costs of 

developments and in turn improve efficiency. VR has 

traditionally been used in planning, design, construction 

tasks in civil, structural, and mechanical engineering 

problems. A relatively less explored area is the 

collaborative design of interior/exterior spaces [28]. This 

requires an intuitive approach for user interactions as many 

of the users of the virtual environment will not be expert 

computer users. Our goal in this project is to provide easy-

to-use yet powerful collaborative user interactivity and 

egocentric/exocentric space perception technique for a 

CAVE-based [1] virtual environment that will allow users 

to design interior or exterior spaces effectively and 

perceive spatial data accurately. Our framework is a tool 

that overcomes the limitations of communication problems 

and provides an interactive immersive design environment 

among the people. Through the methods discussed here, 

we envision that the users will not only be able to design 

environments dynamically, but also make distance and size 

judgments accurately by perceiving spatial data from 

intuitive egocentric perspective channels. 

2 Motivation and Background 
The exchange of ideas on a real scene objects rather 

than relying solely on mutual communications would 

greatly further the conception of 3D scene between 

designers and users. If we consider the case of custom 

designed aircrafts as an example, the necessity of 

collaborative, immersive, and interactive design 

environment can be easily understood. Planning, 

completing complex drawings of aircraft interior 

furnishings and secondary structural attachments, design 

analysis, testing of various aircraft interior elements and 

installations are crucial components of the design process. 

To ensure responses to customer inquiries are complete 

and accurate; traditional methods provide immediate 

technical assistance (on site/phone/fax) and perform 

routine visits to make customer satisfied. This is tedious, 

time consuming, and very vulnerable approach to costly 

errors. To overcome these problems in any design patterns 

(e.g. architecture design, custom aircraft interior design 

etc.), we develop egocentric, collaborative, interactive 

design interface in that customer/user can have hands-on 

participation on development and installation phases.  

Working on one-to-one same scale virtual objects 

corresponding to the real world counterparts would provide 

real sensation. In addition, user can see his/her interactions 

through different virtual cameras located into the scene. 

Cameras’ views map to the several view ports as shown in 

Figure 4. This provides egocentric real sense of size, 

orientation, and distance perception comparable with user 

himself/herself since a virtual avatar corresponding to the 201 Donaghey Ave Conway, AR 72035  
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user with approximately the same height will be present at 

the scene.  

According to Thurstone [23] spatial aptitude consists 

of three components: first, capability of distinguishing an 

object from different perspective views, second, ability to 

recognize displacements in measure, and   third, ability to 

recognize spatial relations when the body of the observer is 

an essential part of the scene. Our framework complements 

all three of these spatial ability components at the same 

time by displaying different perspective views from virtual 

cameras, adding reference object with already known 

distance in the scene, and creating the same height 

corresponding avatar of the user respectively. CAVE 

(CAVE Automatic Virtual Environment) is an example 

system that provides a platform for virtual reality 

applications. It was first introduced in 1991 by Carolina 

Cruz-Neira at the University of Illinois at Chicago [1]. The 

CAVE is composed of three to six projection screens 

driven by a set of coordinated image-generation systems. It 

is assisted by a head and hand tracking devices that 

produces stereo perspective.  

 

 

Figure 1. Three-wall CAVE used for the development of a 

design environment 

Research in IVR applications has produced control 

menu techniques that take advantage of the user’s inherent 

knowledge of the natural interactions. These techniques 

enhance the effectiveness by providing extra interactivity 

features through various types of menu systems used in 

such environments [2], [3]. Unfortunately, most of these 

techniques have not been designed to support full 

interaction and collaboration among geographically apart 

pairs as in [4]. Several file formats and Application 

Program Interfaces (API) or libraries (together or 

separately) can be used to develop 3D IVR applications.  

VRML, CAVELib[5], VRJuggler[6], OpenGL 

Performer[7], OpenGL, CAVERNsoft[8], and Open 

Inventor are examples to name a few. Germans et al. [9] 

summarizes some of those IVR libraries and applications 

which are extensively represented in Table 1 by their 

features. Among these libraries, we use OpenGL 

Performer, CAVELib, and OpenGL to implement our 

framework. OpenGL is used to implement some necessary 

features which are otherwise nonexistent in OpenGL 

Performer. CAVELib is used to implement necessary base 

for collaboration and visualization in CAVE. 

Table 1. Some Available libraries and tools  

 
 

Despite many obvious advantages virtual reality-

based 3D space design techniques seem to offer, advanced 

research in this area is hindered by the lack of effective 

user interaction. We provide enhanced interactivity 

features in the immersive environment using our user 

interface for spatial scene representation, a sample scene of 

which is shown in Figure 2. In our interactive design 

environment, users are able to position, select, scale, add, 

remove, orient the models and change textures. With 

increased flexibility by our implementation, the users can 

move and interact in the environment freely. It is possible 

for the users to change the navigation speed in the 3D 

scene using user interface, for instance, as shown in Figure 

2. 

 

Figure 2. A sample interior scene with menu items 

(Navigation speed by slider) 



3 Collaboration 
Presence in the virtual world is generally maintained 

using avatars, or a computer generated representations of 

participants such as shown in [16]. Transmitting a 

sufficient amount of body language, furthermore; seeing 

real time high quality video of other collaborator can 

improve negotiation for tele-immersive applications. 

However, in the situation that users can change 

environment dynamically, face-to-face communication is 

not strictly required. Seeing what other participant is 

manipulating into the scene is a considerable issue rather 

than what he/she is looking at, pointing at, or what his/her 

head, hand position and orientations are. The most 

important advantage of doing design visualization in an 

immersive and collaborative  environment is the ability to 

have geographically distributed participants sharing virtual 

scene with each other and the 3D objects into the scene can 

be manipulated reciprocally. This allows the participants to 

modify specific objects in the scene or set the parameters 

of these objects e.g. translation values. Collaboration gives 

the users a common context for their design.  

Collaboration in VR applications is supported 

through numerous libraries that provide network 

functionalities [17]-[22]. In our implementation, we use 

simple network functionalities provided by CAVELib. Our 

purpose is not to produce a real face-to-face meeting 

between collaborators during dynamic scene creation, but 

to provide interface for them to work together in 

geographically apart virtual environments. By means of 

our collaboration theme, users immerse into the virtual 

environments to check on the state of the virtual scene and 

only one of them (primary user) makes alterations to the 

scene at the same time. First participant is the initiator of 

the virtual scene. Only one of the partners playing a 

leadership role (lead person) can adjust the scene, but by 

giving permission to other peer makes other participant 

leading person to make alterations.  

3.1 System Architecture 

The architecture of the proposed system is a 

client/server model showed in Figure 3, in which CAVE 

renders lists of 3D graphics objects created by user in 

parallel to the other collaboration side from where changes 

are sent to a server as text. Passing 3D databases to other 

client when modified by any lead participant in the virtual 

space requires a fair amount of infrastructure to be 

established and maintained such as higher network 

bandwidth even if network connection backbone is 

internet2. Instead, passing text messages to the other client 

that includes which part of the scene changed and what 

changes being done are more appropriate and yet more 

useful. To accomplish this, each participant should have 

the same scene with the same 3D databases and texture 

images initially.    

 

 

Figure 3 Architecture of the collaborative  

We make collaboration synchronous meaning that 

each participant can see what modifications being done by 

lead person in the virtual scene. Not to increase network 

traffic and not to make implementation intricate, we do not 

provide audio communication between collaborators. 

Moreover, there is not much advantageous to provide aural 

communication among users for creating and adjusting 

virtual scene because every action they can do is 

implemented in user interface. Still there is no possibility 

to take user’s text input from keyboard like device into the 

immersive environment except implementing a virtual 

keyboard. Therefore, we cannot provide users to send each 

other dynamically created text messages. 

Changes made by a lead person in the virtual scene 

can be recorded as a text message and pass to the other 

user for informing what modifications being done to 

prevent confusions. In any case of network connections 

failure each modification in the 3D world is saved in both 

sides of the systems. We achieve this by only saving 

changes into the configuration file that is nothing but text 

file. This text file consists of all the objects in the scene 

with their names/IDs, translations, textures, scale factors, 

color (RGB), navigation speed, and pickable property etc. 

When collaboration is set up again in both systems, 

comparison between configuration files is done to detect 

whether there is any difference between last updated times. 

If there is difference in time, the most recent one will be 

transmitted to the other part. This is achieved because each 

pair has time that last save operation is made into the 

configuration file.  

So far, we have introduced collaborative interactive 

design environment to found base for egocentric spatial 

perception framework. Next section introduces human 



visual perception metrics and their usage in immersive 

design environment.  

4 Egocentric and Exocentric 
Judgment by Virtual Channels  
In an immersive design environment, human’s spatial 

perception plays a crucial role. Egocentric and exocentric 

judgments of a space are the most prominent contributors 

to this perception. Humans can either use egocentric or 

exocentric distance judgment for determination of absolute 

scales, positions, and orientations of objects in the 

environment [10]. Egocentric localization is a process of 

determination of the objects’ spatial positions in the 

environment relative to one’s body.  Contrary to egocentric 

localization, in exocentric localization; instead of using 

one’s body, humans use some objects in the environment 

as a reference for effectively employing positions, scales, 

and orientations. Humans usually correlate egocentric or 

exocentric distance judgments interchangeably and 

repeatedly to eliminate misperceptions [11], [12]. To 

circumvent these misperceptions in the virtual domain, we 

provide both strategies at the same time by tracking the 

user with virtual cameras so that different view ports from 

cameras provide exocentric perceived space judgment in 

egocentric terms [10] (see Figure 4 G). Another factor that 

contributes to accurate spatial perception is perceptual 

constancy. Perceptual constancy implies the tendency of 

humans to see already known objects as having standard 

shape and size regardless of changes in the viewing 

perspective, distance, and lighting etc. We take perceptual 

constancy into consideration in our framework by selecting 

some objects which have common perception in size for all 

humans e.g. soccer ball.  

4.1 Human Perception Metrics 

According to Pelz et. al [13], there are some linear 

combinations of locations specified by egocentric and 

exocentric reference frames. In our case, both of those 

frames are provided to the user via cameras’ viewing 

frustums. To make viewing frustums compatible to 

human’s binocular vision field we select binocular vision 

field of 200° width and 135° height. User can locate 

him/herself via his/her corresponding avatar in the virtual 

scene. Since judgments are made with respect to the 

position of the eye in the head, we resize and position 

corresponding avatar to the user’s eye position and 

direction which are taken from the tracking device. This 

also makes the avatar’s height almost equal to observer’s 

height. With this help, insufficient proprioceptive 

information in the IVR system, which is the reception of 

information about body position and movement by the 

sensory systems, is tried to be eliminated as much as 

possible.  

People usually rely on previous visual information 

for accomplishment of distance and size estimations. Brain 

compares the sensed size of an object to its known real 

size. A human’s all the vision cues (binocular disparity, 

convergence etc.) are effective within 2 meters [25]. Arditi 

in [26] indicates that accommodation is effective within 2 

meters. Foley in [27] shows that convergence can be 

effective for distances as great as 8 meters.  Binocular 

disparity occurs when two eyes look at the same thing at 

slightly different angles those result in two slightly 

different images. Eyes convergence is the difference in the 

direction of the eyes. Eyes convergence is only effective 

smaller than 10 meters distances. 

In our experiments, the soccer balls are viewed 

stereoscopically so that binocular disparity provides the 

order of objects in depth. However, it does not provide the 

exact perceived depth of the objects. For a correct depth 

perception disparity must be fed with information 

regarding egocentric distance. Therefore, we provide more 

visual disparity feedback cues to the user via exocentric 

cameras in egocentric terms in order to devise as a source 

of information. Depth perception is most effective on short 

distances (less than 10 meters). Human depth perception is 

dependent upon stereoscopic depth cue which consists of 

relative differences between parts of the images of the two 

eyes. In normal situations, this depth cueing is effective 

only the distances less than 25 meters or sometimes up to 

30 meters (if we assume human eyes are placed 6.3 

centimeters inter pupillary distance).  

4.2 Experiments 

We investigated the question of whether viewing 

some common sensed objects in the scene and some virtual 

cameras’ viewing frustum that are continuously tracking 

the user can provide the information necessary to the user 

in order to successfully navigate, locate and accurately 

estimate the distances and the sizes in the virtual 

environment. To that end, the user is permitted to locate 

and move the virtual cameras freely (see Figure 4). In 

addition, experiments are developed in compliance with 

abovementioned human perceptual specifications. Error 

rates in predictions of distances and sizes are measured. 

Observer’s estimations in size and distance are compared 

according to with/without egocentric viewing channels, 

with/without perceptual constancy objects, with/without 

corresponding avatar, and interior/exterior designs. 

After spatial ability test [24] is applied to the 

participants, subjects are chosen with the score of 60 or 

higher. Experimental scenes are shown in Figure 4. Two of  
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Figure 4. Implementations of spatial intelligence A) B) C) Exterior space with different views and cameras, D) One of the user tracking 

virtual cameras, E) Virtual cameras’ viewing angles on the virtual displays with avatar, F) Object manipulation interface, G)Avatar from 

two dynamically located virtual cameras and their views on displays, H) Size estimation experiment 



 

the subjects already had very little experience in immersive 

displays others didn’t. Subjects were first guided through a 

practice session to have little experience and sensation of 

immersive environment. Interior design scene in Figure 2 

is used for this environmental training session. When the 

subjects verbally declare that they learned how to navigate 

and interact with the scene, the experiment started. 

The 3D interior and exterior scenes are created with 

exocentric head-up virtual cameras’ view ports. Subjects 

have two different tests; one is depth discrimination, the 

other one is size discrimination. In the first, subjects are 

instructed to estimate the distance of a specified object. In 

the second, subjects are instructed to determine which is 

the larger of the two soccer balls. Soccer ball is selected 

because of perceptual constancy. To measure the error 

rates in depth and size discriminations, soccer balls with 

different distances (i.e.; 2 Meters, 2.7 meters, 5meters, 10 

meters, 20 meters, and 30 meters) are located in front of 

the user. Extent of the scene is 40 meters in length and 30 

meters in width (see Figure 4 H). Verbal indication is taken 

with questions of how far objects in meters and centimeters 

are and which one of the objects is larger. Subjects are not 

informed about their errors or accuracies until finishing all 

of the experiments. Another experiment was on the number 

of virtual cameras. We investigated the effect of increased 

number of virtual cameras would have on the human 

perception. In addition, shades and shadows are used to 

resolve some perceptual ambiguities. To that end, user can 

locate and change the intensity of the light freely. 

4.3 Results 

Average of all of the subjects’ relative erroneous 

distance estimations with/out virtual cameras and/or the 

avatar, and the effect of increase on the number of cameras 

are shown in below graphs.  

Figure 5. Erroneous Estimations with/out avatar and/or a 

camera 

 

Figure 6. Effects of number of cameras 

As seen in the graphs (Figure 5 and Figure 6), 

including the cameras and the avatar contributes to the 

spatial intelligence of the human perception and helps to 

reduce erroneous estimations. This contribution increases 

with increase in the number of cameras. The experiment 

showed significant reduction at erroneous distance and size 

perceptions by combining 3D egocentric view in 

exocentric virtual displays (which are presenting virtual 

world representations in an exocentric perspective). We 

call this intuitive egocentric spatial reading. Without a 

visual reference (camera’s view ports in our case), 

erroneous judgments of visual directions and spatial 

perceptions are made by the users.  It is also interesting to 

note that camera’s viewpoints’ views on the screen are not 

disorienting the user [13]-[15]. In addition, results showed 

that perceived size and distance are proportional to 

perceptual distance and size in immersive displays. 

Therefore, supporting the proposition of size constancy and 

distance discrimination is achieved by adding familiar 

objects to the scene. 

 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 
An efficient interactive human centric collaborative 

design framework is developed. A way of improving 

human’s spatial intelligence in collaborative immersive 

displays considering human spatial perception metrics is 

investigated. To that end, egocentric perception from 

virtual cameras is used as a reference frame. Virtual 

Cameras with tracking capabilities of the user indeed 

provide important information for successful navigation 

and spatial perception through the environment and even 

affects normal navigational behaviour and perception of 

the space. Combination of the cameras and the same height 

avatar with the observer is even further the human 

perception in space. The results showed that in immersive 

environments 3D exocentric displays with egocentric 

frame of reference is far more efficient than only 

egocentric view.  



 As a future work we can add some security options 

to our virtual scene to prevent from fraudulent attacks. In 

future phase, system can be converted to asynchronous one 

to make system independent not only from geographical 

restrictions but also from time zone restrictions. Also, 

experiments will be pervaded to all subjects including 

lower scored ones in spatial ability test. Furthermore, 

gender factors in spatial intelligence for immersive 

displays will be investigated. Even though effects of 

increase in the number of cameras are explored, the 

supportive contributions of more than two cameras on 

spatial egocentric intelligence are subject to our future 

study. 
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